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SELF DIFFUSION IN SOLID ARGON: THE ACTIVATION ENERGY 

Inorganic Materials Resear<'h Division, L<J\'i'.cence Radiet:',on I./JbonJtory, 
Department of Chemi:otry, University of California 

Berkeley, California 

r' October l9oD 

ABSTRACT 

UsinG a Lennard-Janes 6-12 potential to represent the intcL::..::U.ons 

in a fcc molecular lattice (argon) we ha:ve calculated the "activation 

energy", E, in tLe Arrhenius equCl.tion 

D D 
0 

e -E/HT 

:t'Clr self diffusion to be 3811 cal asswning tta t diffusion occurs via a 

vacancy exchange mechanism. This compares well viith the experimental 

· v::;.lue of 4120 cal .. The relaxation of the nearest nei;::;h-t:Jors to the 

vacancy-diffusing atom pair were calculated an:1 v1ere fcund to lower the 

barrier by 5Cf/o. We have also found that for a clivacanc:y 0xch:mge self 

diffusion process the activation ene:cgy, 4742 cal, is ~ill ;::crtisfactory 

agreement vith ex-periment and the "frequcn ,-;y factor", D
0

, :i.s greater than 

that for monovacancy diffusion. 

We have CGlcul;::tcd. the nctivation cmc:re;~i8s for n<c;cn alld l<:TYL'tl)n 

impurity diffusion via monov?-cancy exchrmc,:c' throngh <m Drgon lattice to 

be 2187 nnd 373.3 c,"Jl respectively. 
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INTRODUC'ri ON 

Theoretical calculations of self-diffusion coefficients have been made 

for 1-3 4 copper and argon. Even thougt1 the calculations for copper pre s'e:-~t 

a number of serious problem:o:, rough ngreement >vith experiment has been ob-

tained. It would appenr t;];,, t more preci~;e calcul<Jtion s could be made for 

urgon than for coppt-;r since (lrgcn, ft:>r c omputu.t.ional purpo:.;c;,, L3 renson-

ably_w~ll represented by a two-b~dy potential and does not have the compli-

cations of free electrons or core polarization. 
1+ 

Fie.sch:i. .:::t nl. h:we done 

extensive calculations on the self-diffusion coefficient in solid o.rgon 

h b . l ha t. ll . t . th . ' 5 and ave o tamed resu ts t tare par J.a y 1.n agreemen Wl .. exper:uncn-cs.· 

.Their exponential term is roughly 2'J/o lower and the pre e:x-ponential term 

differs by 10
4 

from the experimental values. 

Fieschi and. coworkers estimated tb.e barrier to diffusion by allovling 

the four nearest neighbors of the diffusing atom to relax while the atcim 

and vacancy interchanged. 
6 

In a recent study by the: present authors, o. 

program was developed which permits the calculation of the eneru;Y whe11 ·all 

of the near~st neighbors of 6.n adjuc.:)JJt po :i.r of lilttic,~ 8ites are perturbed 

either by the substitution of an impurity or a v:;c,ancy, or by c. combin:_: ti•.)n 

of the two. 

The expanded treatment in this p:1per r).ves C1 cloc;cr ag:reeTIH;nt lv:.i:Lh tlH:: 

observed activation energy than that of tl::e earlier computation.. Further-

more, the work done suggests tbat di:ffusii.m may occu.:.· eqw)J.ly 1vell ·.,;_,- the. 

exchange of an atom with a divacancy ratber than a r.:c.movacancy. It is t1~ue 

tha.t the number of divacancies is low compared to tbe r.umber of ::nonov:;;c<:tncies, 

but the barrier is approxiiiDtely the same, and this rr,ec[:c;nism leads to a 

b:i.chcr pre-exponential term wben the Arrhenius equation i:~ u::;ed to describe 

the cli.ffusion proeess. 
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It is evident that these and simila.r computations a.re really only 

approximations, and the numerical values obtained sre highly limited by 

the Gssumptions that are necessary nt tl12 present time. Ho\vever, it is 

felt tll'lt sufficient insight into the physical process csn be obtained 

to warrant the effort that is expended. 

THEORY 

It is known that most experimentai diffucion coefficients7 can be 

fit by the Arrhenius equation 

D D 
0 

e -E/HT (l) 

I • 

vrhere D , the "frequency factor" c-.nd E, the "activation energy" are con
o 

stants. In some cases D
0 

and E have been found to be temperature depen

dent.8'9 

FQr diffusion via some lattice defect the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 1) 

may be· expressed as7' 10 

D :::: (2) 

"j_ is a nu;·11erical factor rrughly equal to unity, ~ is the 1 ength of one 

.diffusion jump (~ is equal to the solid interatomic distc":,r-,:-;~c; for most 

vacancy diffusion mechanisms), v is the vibrational frecjuency of the dif- · 

fus~~g atom, SD and are the entropy ani energy o:c' form:;, tion of the 

l~t~ice defect, and -t 
ani ED are tbe activation entropy 'nd energy of 

the motion. _]!;~is the di:i.'.L\:l'encc in t~nerr;y bet.1vec11 stater. 1 and 2 in 

Fi~-~. 1, the usual reaction coordj.nate dj.ag:::-:3m. 

\J, 
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MODEL 

We asswne that argon may be represented by a Lennard-Janes potential 

of the form 

V (r) a 
b 
r 

where ·r · :Ls the :i.ntc~:rutornlc dl:::Lanec :111(i o: :w1 13 urc the con:>t~~nts c~:ivcn by 

Kihara13 which yield a solirl equilibrium di:>to.nce of j. 79J~ and 

energy of vaporhation (from 0°K) of 2035 cal/mole. We 1.l sswne th~•t this 

potent:iDl fm1ction is pair-\·lise add.:i.tive and that all quantum efft:cts may 

be neglected. We consider only the potential energy. 

Of these assumptions, ti-To may introduce _serious errors. We assume 

that the potential is pairwise addi t:ive. Sparnay
14 

has estimated that 

three body forces contribute 10-.30% of tre potential energy of the system 

and Jansen
15 has shown that consideration of three body forces explains the 

observed stability of face ccmtered cul)i.c over hexagonal close packed 

structures. The neglect of the kinetic energy rnr.1y :)lso introduce a ::d.g-

nificant error in the canput(~d activation energy; tl1is contribution h<::ts 

not been evaluated at the prosent time. 

Diffusion is assumed to occur by interchange of an a tan with a vacancy 

a.t a nearest neighbor site (Fig. 2). We· a:~m1me thu.t es t"!Jc. diffuGinc; Gtom 

moves) the lattice continuously relaxes to c: min:i.mwn potenti~tl confiGUration. 

In this way) we consider correlation of' the diffusing atcr~-, 1-1ith its neigh-

bors to obtain a potential er·.ergy diagram for use in an equilib1·iur:~ Ci!lcula

tim:.. We also 8.ssume that E:{; in Eqs. (2) ccnd (Jo) is tr.c: dj_ffere,1ce: in 
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110\'l the minimum potential configuration of the lattice with a vacancy and 

state 2 the minimum potential configuration of the lattice with the diffus-

ing atom displaced half the distance bet-vreen its lattice site and that of 

the vacancy. 

C.4J..CULATJ:OI'JS 

, Using techniques previs.H;ly ·developed by th"' <:mthors
6 

:i:t \vas pos~>iblc 
to compute the potential e::n.:::cy, E

0 
( x), required to move the diffusing atom 

Fig. 3, in an undeformed lattice. This involved summation of the potential 

enere;y over the first througb eig1rth nearent neic;hbors :Jnd use Of o. power 

series to express tbe contribution of the remajnder of the lattice to E (x). 
0 

These computations were done with the aid of an IBM 7094 computer. 

The E_:!ighteen !learest neighbors to the di-P.efect ( diffusi.'1g atom plus 

vacancy) were allowed to re lux to the configuration of minimum potential 

energy·; the difference :ln potential energy between the ·unrelaxed lattice 

and the minimum potential configuration with the diffusing atom at (x) 

is dc:3ignatc~d6.E(x). Allow:i.ne only nearest nei1;bbars to rel.J.x ahd con-

sidering the symmetry of the lattice, determination of 6E(x) is reduced to 

sirm.1ltaneously minimizjnc; an expre ss:Lnn in sixteen iliL.::p::~ndent vc.ri<.~blec. 

This minimization was carried out by :m iterative h<.t::_ .. LiterV<'l technique 

which fortunately converged. The reli1.xations of the nes.rest lleighllor~> 

were found to be small throughout the djj'fusion process ond are presented 

in Taole 1 for states l and 2 for self-diffusion. Because of tl-Je (';re<lt 

c;,l:,ount of machine time required to extend consideration to relaxaU.ons of 

m01·e d.istant neiGhbors and the only qualitative significance of the results, 

.... 
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no attempt was made to relax the more distant neighbors. 

E(x) E (x) - .6E(x) 
0 

is thus the potential enerc;y required to move the diffusing atom from its 

relaxed lattice site to the positirn (x) in the l'claxecl lattice. E(x) 

and E (x) are shown in Fig. 3. I'n Fig. 3 the distance bet·hreen the initial 
.o. 

and final l3ttice podtians is one unit. In accordance v:i th our asswnp-

tions, we take 

r4 == E( .5) 

whc:Te Et is the energy at tlle saddlepoint • 

Calculations f.'or impurity d:ii'fusim are e~sentially the same as for 

argon self-diffusion and were made for neon and krypton impurities. The 

potential of argon was modif:i.ed as follows: Ar-Kr and Ar-Ne \·lere relatod 

. th 6 12 t t . l f A~ 11 N 11 d ., 14 . tl ~ l' . If t.o e - po ,en -la s o li...l.·, e, em hr ln 1e IO lmnng way. · 

rA-A represents the gas equilibrium distance and UA-A the depth of the well 

in the gas 

rA-B ;::: 

(U U )l/2 
A-A B-B 

\' 
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RESUii!'S 

In the above we have developed a method for calculating the potential 

ene1·gy change of tle system in going from initial state l to intermedi:~te 

state 2 (Fig. 1); this is E(.5) and is equal to~ in Eq. (2). For self 

diffusion in argon 

E( .5) 1798 cal 

vrhere the units are now :i.n ca 1/mole for puqio ses of conpnrison vritll e:xperi-

mental results. We have previously obtained the energy required to remove 

an atom from the bulk of argon, leaving an isolated vacc;ncy;
6 

the process 

of physical importance involves the remova 1 of a bulk at an to the surface 

of the crystal rather tban to a pos}.tion infinitely removed from tte crystal. 

Assuming that ,the ·average binding energy to the surface is half the binding 

energy to the bulk, we obtain 

~ = 2013 cal 

In the Arrhenius Eq. (l) 

E = E~ + By = 3811 cal 

·which is in surprisingly gqod agreement with the experimental i-lork of 

Boato5 

D 15 
.1.1120 caJ/nT 2/ 

- X e ern GE!C. 

.. 
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It is interesting to r·ot e that I~ is only slL ghtly less than ~ for 

argon. Comparisons of MukrH:Tjee's15 tables of EV for a number of mete.ls 

vlith the 11 activation energiES 11 for diffusion tabulated by Lazarus7 indi-

cates that this is generally true, assumjng the diffusion mechanism is mono-

vacancy exchange. 

vie have ol)served. above Unt I·~ :JJJd ·r:V <t:f:'e rcu gh ly equal for monovn.-

caney. e?Cchange. We have previous~-Y cl.1own that t1-:e enec gy of fornn.tion oii 

6 
a divb.cancy, EV , is less than h;j_ce the energy of forl118:tion of a mono-

2 

vacancy, EV' 

EV 3792 cal 
2 

< 2ty == ~-026 cal 

An atom which is a nearest neighbor to both sites of the divacancy may 

move by exchanging position w-lt h one of the va.canc ies. This mechani:..-m1 

may be represented in a ( 111) plane and results in a rot at :ion of the di- . 

vacancy. For this mechanism 

EJ = 1280 cal 
2 

without relaxation; allow:ing the four a tans nearest to the saddle point ' 

to relax reduces ~ to 
:2 

4 = 
2 

950 cal 
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No attempt was made to consider additional relaxations. For divacancy dif-

fusion, the "activation energy" in the Arrhenius expression (Eq. l) is 

E == -~- + r4 
2 2 

5 vrhich is also in reasonal)le n,::r,ree:r:wnt 1vith Boato' s experimental result. 

Dif:f\wion ma.y occur witb u c3 ivrJc~Jnc:y v.L1 h:o otlwr mcc:h::tr.i.sms. J.n th.:: ;:;c 

the diffusing atom is a neo.rc::~t. ncic;hbor \v:Ll;h only one of ;:,he: sitt'S of 

the clivacancy and. exchang('S 1·rith th:i.::; site. 'l'his results in a. spl:i.ttin,s 

of the divacancy leaving t.wc vac:a.ncics ,,,h:ich m·c either second or third 

nearest neighbors depending on which neighbor of the vacancy mcives. Both 

splitting processes have h~her varriers tban the tot at ion of the divacr~ncy. 

No calculations of S t or ·By have been made .to the authors 1 knmv-ledge. 
v2 2 t 

H01v-ever, By must _be larger than SV and S is .certainly greater for diva
. 2 

caney exchange than far mono vacancy. 

It wcuJ..d thus appear that, in a.rgcm, the "frequency factor" for dif-

· fusion v:ia divacancy exchange: if greater tl1<lD that for monovacancy excho.nge 

and the "activation energies" for both processes are essentially th.: :::;ame 

and in reasonable agreement 'll':it h ex:per iment. 5 This wruld imply th::t t, in 

fact, the preferred self -diffusion mecmnism in solid argon, ·and perhaps 

in other close packed solids, is not monova.cancy exchange as has been pre-: 

viously assumed, but rather is divacancy ex<;!hange. This conclusion is 

contrary to intuition, which 1vould indicate th1.t the concentro.ticn of di-

va.cancies is too low to be significnnt. Hm•rever, thoUGh the concentration 

of d.i.vacancies is very low, ·t;he barrier for motion is :r:;uch lower for di-

vacancy exchane;e than for monova caney ex chong e ani the 11 fr<:::que rc y factor 11 

.. 
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is higher, ivhich·leads, Sl.U'JJrisingly, to a higher self-diffusion rate for 

di vacancy exchange. 
h 

In order to account for Boa to 1 s/ e:x-:pcr:i.mental results, tl-.:: entropy 

term for divacancy diffus:i,on must be larger than tlnt calculated by 

Fieschil~ for monovacancy diJ:'fusion by roughly 10 entropy units. It 1vould 

be desirable to do extensive calculations on the divacancy exchange mech::m-

ism to find \·lhetber this very la~cge entropy tcnn is in fact found. 

Without cliff'icul.ty it was possible to compute the ":.1cti vati on encrc;y11 

in the Arrhenius expression for both cxam~i_n,~d mcch::misms in ~i compressed 

argon lattice. Under canpression, a P6V term must be included in the 

11 activation energy11
• We have previously

6 
assumed that the forniation of a 

vacancy involves the removal of an atom from the bu]J( to the surface, that 

the 11 volume 11 of an atom on the perfect surface is equal to the average 

buLl\: 11 Volwne 11
, and, that tre surface binding errergy is half the bulk birding 

energy. With these assumptions we obtained the 11 activation energies 11 for 

both processes in the compressed soJid; these are shown in Fig. 5 as a 

function of pressure. Though the 11 G.ctivation energy11 for divacancy diffusion 

o.t low pressure is comparable to tlat of monovacancy exchanGe, at high pres-

sure s the· d.ivacancy mechanis.11 appears to have a higher 11 activation energi'. 

In diffusion work one often studies the so-called 11 activation volUine 11
, 

writing 

AF = ~E + P6V - T.6S 

'(~) 
oP ·'T 
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The energy term used in tbc ;-;e culcl.llC~t.ions is not a true thermodynamic 

state funct:i.on and so we ealculate tiu:: "activation volume" .as 

. * 
b.V = 

7(~ 

Using our data for. "activation en<::rgy" (Fig. 6) we have determined 6V 

for ooth mono- and divacancy Delf -dHfus ion 

D.v; = 1.2.atomic volumes 

D.V* == 1.8 atomic volumes 
v2 

No other vacancy type process can have a sufficiently low "activation 

energy" to agree witp the experimental res·ults·. However) it wou.ld be 

desirable to calculate tbe ac:ti vation en0..rgies for exchange) ring; and 

interstitial mechanisms in solid argon to assure tba t these do not give 

suitable "activation energies". 

6 
We have found that the energy required to produce a vacancy Ddjacent 

to an impurity atom is dependent on ·the nature of the impurity a ton. 

Assuming, as before, that the binding enerc;y of an at em to the surface is 

half the bulk binding energy, the enci'LW requ:Lred to form a vacancy adj;.tccnt 

to a neon impurity is 

Ey == 1882 cal 

li.~ing the programs clevelope(t for seJi' diffusion vre find, for monovt,c<mcy 

.. 
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diffusion of neon through argon, 

305 cal 

The "activation enerc;y'' in Vi•' Arr"f,,_:JthL:> v;;_pre::.;::;ion is then 

E = l~ + i;. ' = :2187 cal 

Similarly for krypton diffu.:; ion throuc;h argon 

EY 1658 cal 

~ 2075 cal 

E 3733 cal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have (:<•.lculatc~d the "activation energy" of' self-

duffusion in solid argon ba;a~d on a monovacancy exchayte mecb.:J.n:i..sm using 

an equilibrium approach to the diffw3ional jwnp frequency. \'le h:1vc sbmm 

. 5 that monovacancy exchange gives a value in agreement 1-1i th experJJ:Ient for 

the 11activation energy", E, in the Arrhenius eXJ?ression 

D D 
0 

e -E/RT 

W0. h.vc aJ.IJo shown th?.t a d)va.::o.ncy C):('}Jr~.nr;.· r~···r:lYt.n~'i.mll for :::elf-dJffu:::i.on 
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in solid argon leads to a "frequency factor" greater than that for mono

vacancy exchange and to a sati~>factory volue of the "activation energy"_, 

and that at hie;h pressure the 11 Dctivotion energy 11 for divacuncy diffusio::-1 

is much greater than that of monovacancy diffus j_on. 

Finally we have found that for impurity d:iffusion through argon vi:~ 

a monovacancy mechanism the 11 c1cti vation en.::rcy" vd.:t·ics greatly with th<:: 

nature of the impurity. 
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TABLE I 

The relaxing atoms are grouped into sets of points 

equivalent by symmetry: 

(1,1,0) 

(1,0,1) _ (1,0_.-1):::: (0,1,1) :=: (0,1,-l) 

(-1,0,1):;: (-l,0,-1);::: (0,-l,l) :, (0,-1,-1) 

(l,-1,0) = (-1,1,0) 

( -1, -1, 0) 

(2,2,0) 

(1,2,1) = (1,2,-1) _ (2,1,1) -·· (C:,l,-1) 

(2,0,0) = (0,2,0) 

( ~~) is given for States 1 and 2 for one atom of 
dz 

ea.ch set~. 

X 

y State l 
z 

11\ 6.~2 X 10 -? 
\11 6.42 X 10 -J 

OJ 0 

( 1 \ 6.~-2 >< 10-3 

\ ~ J 
0 

6.42 X 10-3 

t~) 
-6 • 42 :< 10 ·-3 

1) 

6. ~·2 >< 10-3 

/1) 6.~2 X 10=~ 
\-1 -6.42 >< 10 

0 0 

(-1 \ 
-.3 -6.~-2 X 10 
3 

r~ J 
-6.42 X 10-

0 

State 2 

.5 

.5 
0 

r} r· >l }·O -2 
-c: • )' J X .. -2· 
') 5') 10 -"-• ,_ X 2 

-6.88 X 10-

-2 -1.17 X 10 .. 
-1.88 X 10-~ 

6 -) 9.0 X 10 
_? 

1.37 X 10 ·-
-2.63 X 10-

2 

0 

-3 -6.25 X 10 
3 -6.25 X 10-

0 
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TABLE I. ( Cmrtinued) 

State , 
..L 

!.· 
-2 .?.7 X 

JO_, 
• I, 

~2.27 X 
10_,, 

0 

-4 
5.39 X 10 l 
8.80 X 1b-+ 

_il. s. •,C) X 10 

-3 ,11:-J X 10-) 
() 

0 

r e>r:: X 10-) 
Oo•-) -
,,.. 2r-· 10-) o. -) X 

0 
I. 

2.50 X 10-.; 
1.12 X 10-:::-
9.o9 x 10-) 

. ·'"> 
" .... ,..., ] 0 -·-~ ,.: .O~) X & 0 

-1.46 X 10-L 

0 
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11 Reaction coordinate" 

MU B 11560 

Fig. 1 The reaction coordinate diagram for diffusion 
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Fino I 
co·nt ig uration 

M U 8-13060 

Fig. 2 Exchange with a monovacancy; diffusing atom is 
cross hatched 
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Fig. 3 Energy as a function of position for 
diffusion via monovacancy exchange; 
E is without relaxations, E is with 
re~axations. . 
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Fig. 4 Rotation of a divacancy; diffusing atom is cross 
hatched. 
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Fig. 5 Activation energy as a function of pressure for mono
and di-vacancy diffusion 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mlsslon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or empl0yee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 






